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Fabric Shown:
Highland Steel & Black VP

48 Hour Despatch

H.C.E Riser Recliner
The H.C.E Riser Recliner is hand built using a Dual Motor Tilt in
Space Mechanism, its independent foot and back motor allows
the user to find that perfect position. The tilt in space feature
allow a user who require feet elevation to achieve this with a
simple click of a button. The 3 tier drop back compliments itself
to any user especially users who suffer from Kyphosis or scoliosis
as the rear of the cushion has zipped access to make minor
adjustments for extra comfor t.
The robust arm frame topped with a soft foam, covered in
Vapour Permeable fabric provides optimum comfor t the user.
Medium risk pressure care comes as standard with an
interchangeable seat module to accommodate a high-risk
pressure cushion if required the H.C.E riser recliner is suited for
the Home and Healthcare setting, our removeable back and
seat cushions allow fast access for thorough cleaning regimes.

Size Matrix
Seat Height Seat Width Seat Depth Back Height Arm Height

18

18

20

27

7

H.C.E Gas Strut
Fabric Shown:
Highland Steel & Black VP

The H.C.E Gas Strut is hand built using a Tilt In Space Manual
Gas strut Mechanism with an independent foot and back
adjustment allows the user to find that perfect position, the tilt
in space feature allow a user to reach a neutral posture
position aiding the alleviation of disk pressure and improves
pelvic stability. The Lateral back provides maximum suppor t
for the user, a zipped rear allows for minor adjustments to the
cushion density.
The height adjustable footplate caters for seat height
adjustment of 100mm to accommodate a multitude of users,
the angle adjustable footplate designed for users who suffer
from Planter flexion will reduce tension imposed on the ankle
joint with multiple angle variations available.
Medium risk pressure care is standard with an interchangeable
seat module to accommodate a high-risk pressure cushion if
required the H.C.E Gas Strutt is suited for the home and
healthcare setting, removeable back and seat cushions allow
perfect access for thorough cleaning.

Size Matrix
Seat Height Seat Width Seat Depth Back Height Arm Height

17 -- 2121

18

19

29
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It’s 100mm Levina castors provide 125mm of clearance from the
subframe to floor a requirement for hoisted users to have an as
stress free transition as possible. Castors available in both total
lock and directional lock to navigate those narrow corridors.

H.C.E Riser Porta
The H.C.E Riser Por ta is hand built using a Dual Motor Tilt In
Space Mechanism with an independent foot and back
adjustment allowing the user to find that perfect position, the
tilt in space feature allows user who require feet elevation can
do with a simple pull of a push of a button. The 3 tier drop
back compliments itself to any user especially users who suffer
from Kyphosis or scoliosis as the rear of the cushion has zipped
access to make minor adjustments for extra comfor t.

Fabric Shown:
Highland Steel & Black VP

It’s fold down footplate provides the perfect platform for
the user while transpor ting between living space, fitted with
magnets the Riser Por ta footboard is sturdy during reset and a
sewn in loop for optimum grip when to footplate is required.
It’s 100mm Levina castors available in both total lock and
directional lock to navigate those narrow corridors,
incorporated with the uniquely shaped arm to provide a
por table chair and a manageable seat height to accommodate
the semi ambulant user.
Medium risk pressure care comes as standard with an
interchangeable seat module to accommodate a high-risk
pressure cushion if required the H.C.E Riser Por ta is suited for
the Home and Healthcare setting, removeable back and seat
cushions allow perfect access for thorough cleaning.

Size Matrix
Seat Height Seat Width Seat Depth Back Height Arm Height

19

19

20

28
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H.C.E Bariatric
Fabric Shown:
Highland Steel & Black VP

The H.C.E Bariatric is using a Dual Motor lift and recline
boasting a 40 Stone weight capacity, whilst offering a 25 Stone
leg lift system. The H.C.E Bariatric with its glided feet provide a
rigid base for safe transition in and out of the chair.
The robust frame covered with a soft foam and Vapour
Permeable fabric deliver optimum comfor t the user in heavy
contact areas.
The 3 tier drop back compliments itself to any user especially
users who suffer from Kyphosis or scoliosis as the rear of the
cushion has zipped access to make minor adjustments for
extra comfor t.
Medium risk pressure care comes as standard with an
interchangeable seat module to accommodate a high-risk
pressure cushion if required the H.C.E riser recliner is suited for
the Home and Healthcare setting, our removeable back and
seat cushions allow fast access for thorough cleaning regimes.

Size Matrix
Seat Height Seat Width Seat Depth Back Height Arm Height

19

25

20

29

8

2
Design

*

Craft

YEAR WARRANTY

ON ALL PRODUCTS
AS STANDARD

*

Quality
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